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MARCH MEETING HIGHLIGHTS 

Our next meeting  
1:00 PM, May 28, 2017 

Ottawa Citizen Building,  
1101 Baxter Road 

 

*********** 

Presentation 

Using 21st century technology to 
preserve 20th century timepieces   

Bob Pritzker 
 

*********** 

Show and Tell 
Brought to you by the letters...  

G, H, and I 
 

Over forty members and guests attended the March meeting 

of the Ottawa Valley Clock and Watch Club. 
 

Presentation 

The Keynote presentation “An Introduction to Observatory 

Chronometers” was given by Igor Kabic.  Igor noted that 

many chronometers are sold with a COSC certificate.  COSC 

(meaning Contrôle Officiel Suisse des Chronomètres) has 

been certifying watches submitted by manufacturers for accu-

racy essentially since 1877.  Originally known as the Bureaux 

Officiels de Contrôle de la Marche Des Montres, the name 

was changed to COSC in 1973.   
 

Between 1961 and 1973 the COSC standard required for a 

Chronometer was −1/+10 seconds  per day. Testing took 

from 7 to 12 days.   
 

On the other hand, watches submitted to Observatory Chro-

nometer Competitions were subject to much more stringent 

testing.  Testing took place at a number of Astronomical Ob-

servatories such as Greenwich, Neuchâtel, Kew, Geneva and 

Besançon.  The competitions were used to evaluate and rank 

the submitted watches and, as Igor said, gave manufacturers 

the opportunity to “joust for supremacy in time keeping”.  As 

such, the watches submitted were specifically designed for 

the competition and were generally not sold to the public. 

Watches were submitted by many companies such as Zenith, 

Omega, Peseux, Rolex, Longines, Patek Phillipe, Girard Per-

regaux, and Seiko. 
 

Testing was severe. As an example, at Neuchâtel the 

watches were evaluated for 45 days and the average daily 

deviation had to be within +/- 0.75 second with a thermal 

variation within +/- 0.20 second!      
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Igor Kabic describes Observatory  
Chronometer Competitions 

Greenwich (left) and Neuchâtel, two of the observatories  
where the competitions were held 
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MARCH MEETING HIGHLIGHTS (CONT’D) 

Cont’d from P 1 
Observatory Chronometer Competitions generally ended in the later part of the 1960’s.  Some think the intro-
duction of Quartz watches with their incredible accuracy made the competitions moot.  Others think that the 
success of watches from Seiko in the competitions may also have led to the end of the programs.  Igor noted 
that the competitions were re-established in 2009, but are limited to Swiss made watches. 

 

Only two companies, Seiko and Gi-
rard Perregaux, sold watches submit-
ted to Observatory Competitions.  
Igor found an inexpensive Girard Per-
regaux watch for sale on-line which 
he thought might be an Observatory 
watch.  He sent it to the manufacturer 
for repair and to check the serial 
number on their database.  Girard 
Perregaux confirmed that it was in-
deed one of their Observatory Chro-
nometers.   They not only repaired 
the movement, they replaced the 
worn dial and added the Observatory 
designation.   
 

Igor’s talk was a treat for the members.  He was kept on after the formal presentation for more questions than 
any previous talk.  Thanks Igor! 
 

Show and Tell 
Nick Sidor presented an interesting 18 size Elgin Veritas pocket watch.  It was a 23 
jewel, lever set watch, model 8, in a 10K gold filled Keystone watch case.  The serial 
number (13,425,321) dated the watch to 1907. 
 

Nick pointed out two interesting things about the watch.  First and the most obvious 
were the two hour hands on the dial.  The hands were set one hour apart and were 
fixed in relation to each other, being made as one piece.  The assumption was that 
the watch could show two time zones at a glance.  The second thing noted was the 
series of watchmaker repair notations inside the back cover.  The notations were 
regular and very clear.  Two of the five notations included the letters LVRR and one 
LV.  Upon doing some research, Nick concluded that the watch was used on the Le-
high Valley Railroad.  The company was registered in 1847 and continued in opera-
tion until 1976.    
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Igor’s fantastic find—a Girard-Perregaux Observatory Chronometer 
The before and after images of the watch 

Nick Sidor’s Elgin Veritas 
with two hour hands 
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MARCH MEETING PHOTOS  (INCLUDING SOME MART ITEMS) 

 

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS 

Say “Hello” to Michael Menard and Doug 
Peever, our newest members who joined 
at the March meeting.  Be sure to intro-
duce yourselves to these gentlemen at 
the May meeting and find out what 
makes them “tick”! 

Nick Sidor describes his Lehigh Valley Railroad watch 
while Clayton Duff and David Riddell look on 

Michael Menard Doug Peever 

CHARLES LOCKE 

Some of the older members of the 
club will remember Charles 
Locke.  He was a member of the  
Montreal and Ottawa chapters of 
the NAWCC, and frequented our 
meetings in Ottawa in the com-
pany of Peter Kushnir.    
 

Charles was fascinated by both 
railways and antiques, so it was 
only natural that he collected rail-
way grade timepieces.  He had a 
wonderful collection of high grade 

pocket watches which he was happy to show to anyone inter-
ested enough to visit his home on Montreal Island.  
 

Charles passed away on April 7, 2017 at 94 years of age.  He 
hadn’t been able to attend our local meetings for many years, but 
I will miss him.  He had a ready smile and gentle and engaging 
manner.              Gary Fox 

Charles Locke and Peter Kushnir 
at the club picnic at the Dokken  
cottage in the Summer of 2004 
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The Challenges of Converting to a New Movement  
 

In a previous article, it was mentioned that replacement mechanisms for the Hermle 150 
series movements could be inserted into clock cases with little or no effort.  Such is not 
necessarily the case for the conversion of older 451 series mechanisms.  It is possible for 
the suspension post, the pallet unit, the crutch assembly and pendulum hanger (all) to be 
different in new units. 
 

This article focuses on the various challenges faced when a new version of an early 451-050/053 is required. 
The 451 series movements are commonly found in contemporary clocks and are often housed in smaller 
sized cases that have narrow waists, limited front and back space or limited room for pendulum swing.   
 

These movements are found with either recoil or deadbeat escapements.  The choice of escapement will af-
fect pendulum swing.  Changing a deadbeat to a recoil escapement may result in a pendulum bob that 
touches the sides of the case.  There is also a possibility that the clock may not rate at the correct time and 
there will be a requirement to change pendulum length. 
 

The numbers on the rear plate are important as they can reveal a scarce or hard to obtain pendulum length 
such as the 75cm length found on some of the earlier models.  A solution for a hard to find pendulum length 
is to do a train calculation and a change of wheels to get the new unit to function at the proper rate.  By re-
taining the escape wheel & not changing the number of escape wheel teeth, the pallet assembly in the re-
placement unit can be used.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Since the back-side of the movement is the area where most installation difficulties occur, Figure 1 serves as 
a comparison of older and newer versions of the subject mechanism.                                                                                                                                                
               

An even greater conversion challenge occurs when the new & higher suspension post and hanger interfere 
with the chime rod assembly at the back of the case.  In some instances, it may not be possible to change the 
position of the chime rods.  A solution is to convert the new movement to a low bridge but this could necessi-
tate a change in pendulum hanger, crutch and pallet unit and will require the installation of a low suspension 
bridge.  It may also require the tapping of two holes to accommodate the new low-bridge suspension post.  If 
that is the case, a metric tap is required to match the Hermle screw threads.     

HOROLOGICAL HINTS AND HOW-TO’S   

Fig. 1:  The old and new models of the Hermle 451 mechanism.  Note the higher 
bridge on the new model on the right. 

NB the Higher 
Bridge 
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HOROLOGICAL HINTS AND HOW-TO’S  (CONT’D) 

The recommended tap is M2.6 x 0.45 D3.  It is not a tap that is normally 
found in the average tap set but it can be individually purchased.   
 

Since the more likely tap to be found in the tool box is the M2.5 x 0.45 D3 
we decided to test the two taps to compare the results and determine 
ease of screw threading.  
 

The first step was to find suitable drills.  Charts can be used or formulas applied to arrive at the tap drill size.  
The data that is required includes the thread diameter & the thread pitch.  The chosen tap drill size deter-
mines the percentage of thread remaining in the hole after tapping.  A 60 or 75% thread is commonly used in 
horology as it provides sufficient strength.    
 
The results are as follows: 
The 2.6mm tap requires metric drill 2.15mm (, 0846”).  The 2.5mm tap requires metric drill 2.05mm (.0807”).  
These metric drills are available, however for those who do not possess complete sets of metric drills, we ap-
plied the decimal scale in order to locate the closest fitting numbered drills.   
  
To test the numbered drills, we drilled a series of holes of different sizes into a brass plate as seen in Figure 
3.  For each tap, we chose the closest numbered drills above & below the suggested metric drill size.  For the 
2.6mm tap, both drill # 44 (.0860”) and drill # 45 (.0820) provided excellent results.  After tapping using the 
2.6mm tap, the screw fit properly and entered both holes without resistance or the need for a screwdriver.  
The best fitting screw hole for the 2.5mm tap is made with drill # 46(.0810”).  Both screw holes made for the 
2.5mm x .45mm tap resulted in tight fitting threaded holes that required the use of a screwdriver but did ac-
commodate the screw. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Whichever method is used to deal with the installation challenges, the markings on the rear plate should al-
ways be consulted to determine the correct beats per hour and pendulum length.  If it becomes necessary to 
substitute wheels of different tooth/pinion counts to arrive at a correct pendulum length and rate, some kind of 
information sticker should be attached to the movement as a reference for future repairers because the new 
data will no longer correspond with the information etched into the plate.    

 
Dan Hudon and Andrea Gilpin 

Fig 2:  The Recommended Tap 

Fig. 3:  The hole drilled with a # 44 drill allowed the bridge mounting screw to penetrate  
without resistance 
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CLOCK MUSEUM NEWS   

Canadian General Electric (Toronto) Kitchen Clocks 
 
THE PARENT COMPANY:  Henry Warren in the United States invented the self-starting synchronous motor 
in 1916 (patented 1918).  His Warren Clock Company in Ashland, Massachusetts, initially produced battery-
driven clocks.  It was renamed the Warren Telechron Company in 1926 and began to make synchronous 
electric clocks.  The separate General Electric company was a silent partner from the beginning, but the Gen-
eral Electric name began to appear on dials only around 1931. 
 

GE took controlling interest in 1943, and the clock company was known as Telechron from 1946 to 1951.  
Production of electric clocks declined by the 1960s because of the introduction of cordless battery clocks. 
 

THE TORONTO FACTORIES:  A check of old Toronto business directories indicated that Canadian General 
Electric was in operation from about 1930 to 1959.  Its first factory was located at 212-216 King Street West 
in the early 1930s.  Later locations included 221 Dufferin, 830/940/1025 Lansdowne, and 224-228 Wallace.  I 
don’t know in which of these factories the clocks were made.  The kitchen clocks had just the letter-number 
codes on the labels.  The advertisements and boxes also included the model name. 
 

Many models of electric alarm and table clocks were also produced in Toronto for the Canadian market.  The 
museum has several examples of these in its collection of Canadian General Electric clocks. 
 

The pictures show the broad range of dozens of kitchen wall clock models made in Toronto from the 1930s to 
the 1950s.  Note that “plastic” was king for the molded cases back then in the mid 20th century.  And most 
models were available in a choice of white and several bright colours.  Red in particular seems to have been 
popular.  Some models included two contrasting colours of your choice in one case design. 
 

The production dates are American data from the book ELECTRIFYING TIME: Telechron & G.E. Clocks, 
1925-1955, by J. Linz.  Three of the models below are not found in his book.  The original Canadian LK104 
box (KITCHEN-MATE model) is in the museum’s collection. 
 

The company labels with the model number were an ink stamp on the fibre-board back or a painted metal tag 
clipped on the plastic back.  Some typical examples are included below. 
 

The quality of the electric motors used in these clocks was very high.  They operated reliably for decades.  
Occasionally, sixty-year-old examples turn up that are still running!  Note the power failure indicator for some 
earlier models – the small hole in the dial above centre changes from white to red when the power goes off. 

 

Telechron Toronto LK-11, 1948-1953 Telechron Toronto 2QM1 1937-1953  GE Toronto LK-10, 1934-1941  
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CLOCK MUSEUM NEWS  (CONT’D) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
REFERENCES 

 ELECTRIFYING TIME: Telechron & G.E. Clocks, 1925-1955, J. Linz, Schiffer Publishing Ltd, Atglen, Pennsylvania 2001. 

 The Collector’s Guide to 20th CENTURY MODERN CLOCKS, M.V. Stein, Radiomania Books, Baltimore, Maryland 2002. 

Allan Symons, Curator 
The Canadian Clock Museum 

GE Toronto LK-15, 1949-1955  GE Toronto LK-104, dates?  GE Toronto 2QM2, 1948-
1953  GE Toronto, label missing, dates?  

GE Toronto LK-38, 1952-1955  GE Toronto LK-108, dates?  

GE Toronto metal label LK-104  

GE Toronto LK-15 ink label on back  

Telechron GE Toronto metal 
label LK-11  GE Toronto metal label LK-10  

Telechron GE Toronto 2QM1 ink label on back  GE Toronto Model LK104 Box front & ends 
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The 2017 version of the Toronto Invitational Meeting was a smashing success.  The new location at the air-
port Crowne Plaza, just off Dixon Road, was a perfect venue.  The mart room was much larger than in previ-
ous years and was filled with tables upon tables of clocks, watches, tools, books, parts and much more.   
 
There was a fabulous display of early Canadian and American clocks which could be viewed throughout the 
show, although a commentary by Jim Connell and others was not to be missed. Keynote speaker Andy Der-
van came up from the United States to give his presentation “19th Century American Clock Making from Craft 
to Industry”  Andy has researched and published over twenty articles in the NAWCC Watch and Clock Bulle-
tin and Clocks magazine.  His talk was educational and very interesting, proving once again that he is an en-
gaging speaker. 
 
Garnet Carswell and I filled the Chapter’s mart table with clocks, watches and parts, although, it fell to Steve, 
Lois and Sharon to “man” the table while Garnet and I checked out what the other sellers had.  Grant Perry 
and his son had a table with some exceptional high grade clocks.  
 
The Ottawa Chapter was well represented by sixteen members including, in addition to those mentioned,  
Chapter President Don Purchase and his wife Georgina, our Secretary Paul Sonnichsen, Jan Selles and the 
folks pictured below.  This was a great boost from previous years and, from the smiling faces, it appears that 
all left very satisfied!  If you couldn’t attend this year, be sure to next year.  I will be there!!!  
                                                               Gary Fox 

2017 TORONTO INVITATIONAL 

Emma Kingsbury and Mitch 

Grant Perry 

Pete and Judy Graham  Erin Wilson-Paul and Paul Alexander 
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Every now and then, a ships clock or a pocket watch shows up at auction marked the Ontario Hughes-
Owens Co. Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario.  The clocks are primarily Ships clocks made by Smiths of England or the 
Chelsea Clock Company of the USA.  Other, more decorative pieces mounted on wooden plaques in combi-
nation with barometers and thermometers have been seen.  The pocket watches observed to date are Swiss 
made with 15 jewels.   
 

Most of us of a certain “vintage” will remember struggling with the use of Hughes-Owens slide rules in high 
school prior to the introduction of hand held electronic calculators, so it might come as a surprise that the 
company had a much broader list of products for sale.  The company was federally incorporated in Montreal 
in 1900 by James H. Hough for the production of “heliographic” (early photographic) and lithographic paper.  
It soon expanded its products to blue print paper and equipment, graphic drawing tools, art supplies and 
more.  
 

Over the years, the company opened branches in Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver and Regina.  The 
Ottawa branch was opened in 1913 by Frederick White.  White was listed as the “founder” of the Ontario 
Hughes-Owens Company Limited, so it is possible that his “branch” was a separate corporate entity. 
 

The Ottawa branch seems to have started the introduction of scientific instruments to the company’s line.  
This included the watches and clocks as well as surveying and navigation instruments.  The branch was lo-
cated on Sussex Drive, but later opened a plant on Parkdale Avenue.  It would seem that the branch was 
opened in Ottawa to place it closer to the Federal government departments which would be purchasing these 
types of instruments. (Note the armed forces markings on the watch pictured below.) 

Hughes-Owens was a distributor and not a manufacturer of these 
watches and clocks.  They did however offer a full maintenance service.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The company was sold to the US based Sperry Corporation in 1951 and 
ceased operations in 1988.  More research will be necessary to gain a full 
history of the company and its clock and watch business.  
                   Gary Fox 

WATCHES AND CLOCKS OF THE  ONTARIO HUGHES-OWENS COMPANY 

Ad in the Ottawa Citizen, May 1, 1947 

The Hughes-Owen label is a de-
cal pasted on the dial of the clock 

The markings on the watch dial 
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EDITOR’S CORNER 

DO NOT MISS this month’s presenta-
tion by Bob Pritzker.  Bob is a great 
speaker and his topic will surprise 
you.  Have you ever found a slave 
clock with no Master to control it?  
Early slave clocks in wood cases were 
gorgeous but, without a master, often 
became nothing more than wall art.  
Armed with curiosity and help from the internet, Bob 
made a device which turned his slave clocks into 
functioning timekeepers.  I managed to see an early 
version of Bob’s presentation in Syracuse last year 
and was fascinated.  Bob tells me that he has up-
dated his show and I cannot wait to see it.  The talk 
has technical components, but Bob makes it easy to 
understand.  His presentation style will keep every-
one engaged! 
 

It is time to start planning for the Annual Club Picnic 
and we are looking for a volunteer to be this year’s 
host.  We have been treated over the years to picnics 
on beautiful country properties, but all that we really 
need is a good sized back yard.  The executive is 
always involved in the organization, food purchasing, 
set up and clean up.  The host provides the venue 
and we do the rest.  If interested, please email one of 
the executive (the addresses are all on page 2 of the 
newsletter) or speak to one of us at the May Meeting. 
 

This is the last newsletter until September.  I hope 
that you all arrive then, armed with lots of interesting 
purchases and new additions to your collections. 

Gary 

PRESIDENT’S CORNER 

Greetings Clock Club friends.  I hope 
that you have not been significantly 
affected by the recent rains and sub-
sequent flooding in our area.  It ap-
pears Climactic Change has decided 
to affect our area with heavy rains 
and below average temperatures.  
With nervous anticipation we trust 
the weather will return to normal as the Executive 
plan for our upcoming Club Picnic.  We look for volun-
teers for the venue for this years picnic, so please 
approach one of the Executive if you are interested. 
 

The Club provided strong membership attendance at 
the Toronto Invitational meeting May 7th, and Gary 
Fox provided a Club mart table.  Thank you Gary!  I 
understand he sold quite a few items. 
 

I will be sending out an email this month to schedule 
a group meeting to those who identified interest in the 
two topics related to Canada's 150th Anniversary.  As 
a reminder those research topics were: Sir Sanford 
Fleming and his contribution to the development of 
Standard Time (including the topic of his pocket 
watch repatriation from the Smithsonian); and the use 
of Time Pieces in support of the Railroad and the 
Railroads impact in supporting Confederation.   The 
purpose of this meeting will be to align our member 
resources, identify research team leads, timelines 
and details on topics being addressed.  We continue 
to be blessed with a motivated membership and I'm 
looking forward to the final results of these two initia-
tives.             Don 

CHARLIE BEDDOE 

Long time chapter member Charlie Beddoe recently moved into the Perley and Rideau 
Veterans’ Health Centre.  Charlie turned 97 last January and is the same as ever, sharp 
as a tack and mobile!   
 

He has settled in nicely with a new electric recliner, a good reading lamp and TV.  He 
has set up his computer and is working to link it to his printer.  Louise will be moved 
shortly to a room near him. 
 

Charlie would love to hear from members and visits would be welcome.  You can call 

him at ……. . (613) 526-7171 ext. 8089             and visit him at…… 

The Perley. 1750 Russell Road, Ottawa, Ontario K1G 5Z6 Room 205 in Ottawa 2 East 

It would be best to call before you visit just to be sure he will be available and, as he is “early to bed and early 

to rise”, you should call before 7 PM!                        Gary Fox 


